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Abstract. The distribution network is the main part of the energy loss of the power
system. It plays an important role in improving the economic benefit of the power
supply enterprise and achieving the goal profit. In the composition of the electric power
network, 10kV power supply line is a bridge connecting the power grid and the power
users. The loss rate of line loss in power network accounted for more than 80%. Due to
transformer and line loss is the mainly loss in the grid line loss ,so loss reduction and
energy saving of the distribution network is mainly to optimize the power grid in all
transformers and power lines. Due to the rapid growth of the load and power
distribution network construction investment lags behind, 10kV power line has a great
potential in saving energy and reducing consumption. Therefore, this paper mainly
introduces the research and practice of domestic and international distribution network
energy-saving, and analyzes the future development trend of distribution network
energy saving technology.

Introduction

In modern power systems, large power plants are often far from the load center. The
power of the power plant is usually sent to the load center through the high-voltage or
ultra-high-voltage transmission network, and then distributed to users of different
voltage levels in the load center by the network with lower voltage level. The power
network that connects the power users to the power transmission network is called the
distribution network. Distribution network generally includes distribution substations,
distribution lines, distribution transformers, relay protection facilities, etc. It is an
important link connecting power generation, transmission systems and users.
According to the voltage level, it can be divided into high voltage distribution network
(35~110kV), medium voltage distribution network (6~10kV), and low voltage
distribution network (220~380V).According to the voltage level, it can be divided into
high voltage distribution network (35~110kV), medium voltage distribution network
(6~10kV), and low voltage distribution network (220~380V).

Our country put the emphasis of electric power development on the construction of
power plants. However, emphasis is placed on the construction of transmission network
and substation with high technical content, which plays a key role in power supply
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capacity and safe and stable operation in the construction of power network, while the
construction of distribution network with simple structure, low operation requirements
and small influence scope on the whole power network of 10kV and below is ignored.
From a macro perspective, China's distribution network has been in a state of
insufficient investment. The proportion of investment in power generation,
transmission and distribution was 1:1:3:3 in 2000 and 1:1:45:3 in 2002.According to
the survey, Japan reached 1:1:4.2, the United States 1:1:9:4.2, and the United Kingdom
1:1:4:4. China did not develop to 1:6:4.4 until 2009.[1] China's long-term phenomenon
of "pay attention to power generation, despise power supply, regardless of electricity"
leads to the weak foundation of China's distribution network system.

In view of the above problems, this paper mainly describes the research and practice of
power distribution network energy saving. Firstly, based on the analysis of the causes
of energy loss of distribution network, the factors influencing the energy loss of
distribution network are analyzed by qualitative and quantitative methods. Then the
measures and practice of energy saving in distribution network at home and abroad are
analyzed. Furthermore, the future development trend of energy saving in distribution
network is put forward. Finally, the energy saving work of distribution network is
summarized.

1 Research status and practice of energy saving in distribution network

1.1 Causes and influencing factors of distribution network losses

In the process of power transmission by wires, switches, transformers and other
equipment, power loss (active and reactive power) will be generated, and energy loss
(active and reactive power) will be generated within the corresponding time. As the
terminal of power network, distribution network has the characteristics of low voltage
level, direct connection with users, wide distribution of lines, and many and complex
network equipment. Due to the existence of impedance in power system, electric
energy is inevitably accompanied by a large number of losses in the process of
conversion, transmission and distribution. The amount of energy loss is represented by
line loss rate, that is, the percentage of the electric energy lost in the power system and
the electric energy supplied by the power system.
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(1)

Where, AG is the electric energy provided by the power system, and AS is the electric
energy lost in the power system. According to the different causes of line loss, there are
two main types of distribution network line loss: technical and management. Technical
reason line loss: also known as theoretical line loss, it is the general name of power loss
of all kinds of components or equipment in the network. As a technical line loss, the
power loss can be reduced by technical measures, and can be theoretically calculated.
Management reason line loss refers to the power loss caused by the power supply
enterprise in the process of safe production, reasonable dispatch and marketing. There
are two different types of line losses that can occur for the following reasons.

1.1.1 The cause of line loss caused by technology
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According to the mechanism and location of line loss, the technical reasons for line loss
of distribution network can be summarized as follows [3] :

(1)Unreasonable distribution station layout and structure: the main manifestation is
insufficient distribution points, 110kV substation or part of 10kV distribution station
deviates from the load center, and the power supply scope exceeds the reasonable
power supply radius. According to the load density, the 10kV power supply radius of
urban distribution network should be controlled within 1.5km ~ 4.0km, and the power
supply radius of low-voltage line should be controlled within 150m ~ 400m. Beyond
this range will not only lead to increased line loss, but also the quality of power supply
is not guaranteed. The second is the blind emphasis on power supply reliability
regardless of the actual situation. The transformer capacity is too large, the line is
redundant and the line is circuitous, which not only increases the construction
investment but also increases the power loss.

(2)Unreasonable selection of conductor section: it mainly shows that the online
diameter is relatively small and the resistance value of the line is relatively large. Since
the line loss is proportional to the resistance value, the value increases accordingly.

(3)Serious loss of power supply and power consumption equipment: most transformers
with long operating time in the distribution network are low-efficiency and high-loss
transformers with many defects and low automation level, thus generating a huge waste
of electric energy every year.The loss of distribution transformer itself accounts for
about 80% of the total loss of 10kV distribution network.

(4)Unreasonable power supply voltage: when the current passes through a conductor
(such as a circuit or transformer) whose impedance is R+jX, the power loss value
generated is:

2 2 2j Q=(R+jX)*(P +Q )/UP   （2）

In the formula, P is the transformer or line active power; Q is reactive power of
transformer or circuit; R is the resistance of transformer or line; X is the reactance of a
transformer or circuit.

When the network is determined, the values of R and X remain unchanged. When the
same P and Q are transmitted by the power grid, the power loss is inversely
proportional to the square of the operating voltage. Therefore, for the distribution
network that delivers the same power, if the operating voltage is low, the power loss
will increase accordingly [4].

(5)Power factor is low: distribution network system needs to transport part of reactive
power, in the transmission of constant active power, the smaller the power factor cosφ,
it requires a greater apparent power and load current, and line loss and transformer loss
are proportional to the square of the load current, the corresponding loss increases.

According to the expression of line loss[5]:

3 2 2 2[( *10 ) / cos ]A R U P dt   （3）
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It can be seen that the power loss of the power grid is inversely proportional to the
square of the power factor, that is, the larger the power factor, the greater the loss.

(6)Unbalanced three-phase load:

Set the three-phase parameter of the transmission line to be symmetrical. Generally
speaking, negative sequence impedance and positive sequence impedance are equal:

2 1 1 1Z Z R jX   （4）

Zero sequence impedance can be expressed as：

0 1 1kR XZ R jk X 
（5）

Where， Z0 includes three times the equivalent ground impedance. If the power grid is
an ungrounded system, then Z0 is infinite. If it is a directly grounded system, Z0 is zero.
So kR≥4 and kX is smaller than kR. Both are related to the physical structure of the
transmission line.

If the three-phase power supply of the power grid is symmetric sinusoidal, only positive
sequence current will flow through under the fully balanced load. At this time, the
power loss of the power grid is seen as:

2 2
1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 13 3( ) 3 3 ( )A U I I Z I I Z I R jX

   

      (6)

Therefore, the active power loss is:

2
1 13P I R  (7)

When there is negative sequence and zero sequence current in the load imbalance, the
power loss is:

0 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 0 1 2 0 1

3( ) 3[( ) ) ) ]

3 ( ) 3 [(1 ) (1 ) ]R X
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I Z Z Z I k R j k X     

           

       

        (8)

Where ε0 and ε2 are three-phase load zero sequence and negative sequence imbalance
coefficients. According to the above formula, when the load is unbalanced, the active
power consumed by the transmission line is:

' 2 2 2
1 2 0 13 (1 )RP I k R     (9)

From the above equation, it can be seen that the active power consumed by the
transmission line is proportional to the square of current and the square of unbalanced
coefficient when the load is unbalanced.

(7)The load curve is not stable: Under the same total power consumption condition, the
more unstable the load curve is, the greater the peak-valley difference is, and the greater
the line loss is. In addition, the load curve is not stable. If the load is too large at a
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certain period of time, a larger transformer capacity will be required, thus increasing the
construction investment and energy loss of the transformer.

1.1.2 Line loss caused by management reasons

The line loss caused by management reasons is mainly the power loss caused by the
power supply enterprise in the process of safe production, reasonable dispatch and
marketing, mainly in the following aspects:

(1) Process management and pre-control capabilities are not enough. Mainly reflects
the fluctuation of online loss is relatively large. In some substations, there is still the
problem of incomplete records of recoverable lost power parameters caused by the
replacement of CT, watt-hour meter, abnormal metering circuit and other reasons.
Estimation due to lack of data in the gate; The problem of leakage of electricity sold and
the amount of electricity in the gate; the problem of insufficient tracking of the supply
and sale of electricity at the best time to deal with the problem of delay, and the increase
in the amount of retained electricity caused by the rapid growth of the load.

(2) The problem of poor interoperability. Due to the weak structure of the network
frame, the relative lag of the substation construction of 10kV, and the lack of necessary
power point support of the distribution network lines, etc., problems such as the long
power supply radius of 10kV and circuiting power supply of the lines are caused, which
makes the uneconomic operation of the distribution network prominent. At the same
time, there are some high loss transformers have been in operation, there are some
small line number and aging phenomenon serious problems.

(3) Managers in some departments lack sufficient capacity to handle and analyze
problems. The responsibility for daily work is not strong, and the statistics are not
accurate enough. The implementation of rules and regulations is not good, especially in
the implementation of the online loss system, the management process is not smooth
and the management interface is still unclear.

(4) Lack of good electricity use environment, there is local electricity theft
phenomenon. Some powerhouses and commercial households change the metering
wiring mode, change the metering rate, turn on the meter adjustment error or change the
speed ratio of the counter, etc., which directly affects the line loss rate and economic
benefits of the power supply enterprise [7].

1.2 Measures for energy saving in distribution network

1.2.1 Technical measures for energy saving of distribution network

(1) Accelerate the planning, construction and technical transformation of distribution
network, and optimize the structure of power network. 10kV substation, 10kV
distribution station area, 10kV distribution station should go deep into the load center,
shorten the power supply radius, reduce circuitous power supply. Reduce the power
supply radius of all levels of power network, improve the reliability of power supply
and improve the quality of voltage at the same time reduce the line loss. Many scholars
and experts have studied the installation position and installation capacity of capacitors
in the distribution network. Many intelligent algorithms such as annealing algorithm [8]
and ant colony optimization algorithm [9] have been applied. Attia A. El-Fergany used
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the artificial ant colony algorithm to calculate the installation capacity and location of
capacitors in the radial distribution network. The experimental results show that the
capacitors configured by this method can maximize the energy saving of power grid
and improve the stability of power grid. At the same time, compared with the heuristic
search method, this method has better convergence performance and higher feasibility.
Another significant advantage is that this method does not need to adjust the control
parameters like genetic algorithm, PSO and other algorithms, so it is more convenient
to use [10].

(2) Control the bus voltage within the allowable deviation range of the rating value, and
adjust the bus voltage by inverse voltage regulation method. Inverse voltage regulation
method refers to peak load agricultural busy summer, etc., should be appropriate to
increase the voltage to make it close to the qualified range of upper limit value
operation, valley load agricultural idle holidays, etc., should be appropriate to increase
the electricity to make it close to the qualified range of lower limit value operation.

(3) Reasonable choice of wire cross section: Under the premise of ensuring the voltage
quality and the transmission capacity of the user terminal, the wire cross section should
be selected according to the economic current density. Generally, the conductor section
is increased by 2 levels, such as changing LGJ-50 to LGJ -95 or changing LGJ -70 to
LGJ -120 [11]. According to theoretical line calculation, line loss of 10kV line mainly
occurs in the first 1 ~ 2 sections of the main trunk line, and line loss of 0.4kv low
voltage mainly occurs in the loop of heavy load.

(4)Adopt new electric power equipment. Focus on the use of low-loss, low-noise
environmentally-friendly and energy-saving transformers, high-loss transformers
should be replaced with low-loss transformers within a limited time. Promote the use of
some new energy-saving and high-efficiency equipment, such as amorphous alloy
transformers, and low-voltage reactive power compensation devices using composite
switches.

In 2004, ShanXi power (group) company adopted a new type of feeder automatic
voltage regulator (as shown in figure 1), which can automatically adjust the input
voltage within 20%. The feeder automatic voltage regulator is composed of a main
circuit and a voltage regulation controller. The main circuit is composed of two parts: a
three-phase auto-transformer transformer and a three-phase on-load tap-changer.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of three-phase structure of autotransformer
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The length of a line in the mountainous area of southern ShanXi is 43km. The original
end-user voltage can only reach 180-190v, and the line loss rate is 9.5%. The terminal
user voltage reaches 200 ~ 300V, and the line loss rate drops to 5.7% after installing a
2000kVA voltage regulator and 300kVar automatic reactive power compensation
device. In the year, the loss of electricity was reduced by more than 7,000 kW•h,
equivalent to RMB 35,000, and good results were achieved.

In 2007, the SuiDe power bureau of ShanXi province reformed MeiHua village
according to the characteristics of single-phase transformer, and the operation result
was very good. After the reconstruction, the comprehensive line loss rate in 10kV area
decreased from 7.13% to 3.28% after calculation. Table 1 shows the analysis and
comparison of line loss before and after meihua new village reconstruction [12].

Table 1 comparison table of line loss analysis before and after modification kW•h/
month

project name Three-phase
transformer power
supply mode
（6*315kV·A）

Single-phase transformer power
supply

（4*50kV·A+13*30kV·A）

High voltage line loss 130 193

Transformer loss 10380 9690

Low voltage line loss 15966 0

Receiver line loss
（1%）

4320 4320

Total loss 30840 14203

Monthly power
supply

432000 432000

Line loss rate /% 7.13% 3.28%

(5)Allocate reactive power equipment scientifically and strengthen reactive power
management. According to the principle of reactive power compensation "stratification,
partition and local balance", reactive power compensation devices are installed in
110kV substation, 10kV bus, 10kV distribution station and 10kV station area. Among
them, the compensation capacity of 10kV distribution power station and 10kV station
area generally adopts the dynamic reactive power compensation device, which adopts
the centralized mode of combined compensation and partial compensation. The
compensation capacity is compensated according to the transformer capacity of 20% ~
40%.

Automatic reactive power compensation device under normal circumstances should be
able to automatically switch according to reactive load or power factor
changes.Meanwhile, the management of user reactive power compensation should be
strengthened, load power factor requirements should be appropriately increased,
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reactive power flow should be reduced, and transmission loss should be reduced.In
addition to distributed reactive power compensation on the line, centralized reactive
power compensation and group switching should be adopted in the substation. Two sets
of capacitors should be installed in the substation design. The capacity of one set of
transformers is 10% of the small rated capacity and the other set of transformers is 30%
of the large rated capacity. When the load is light, a group of capacitors are put in
accordance with the reactive power flow, if the load is heavy, two sets of capacitors can
be put in parallel

In 2015, north China electric power university proposed a dynamic reactive power
negative sequence unbalanced compensation topology, which uses bidirectional
thyristor to control reactors, capacitors and 12 pulse technology to achieve three-phase
balance of low-voltage distribution network. Multiple low-voltage TCR reactive power
unit modules are connected to the system in parallel through Y/Y structure transformer.
The experimental results show that the loss generated by the structure is reduced by
33% compared with the 6-pulse wiring form. Therefore, the solution reduces the input
cost, and is more suitable for the low-voltage power system than the static reactive
power compensation device SVC, TCR+FC type and STATCOM.

(6) Improve the three-phase load imbalance of the distribution transformer. Regularly
check whether the three-phase load is balanced. If it is unbalanced, adjust the
phase-to-phase load in time. Try to use three-phase four-wire power supply.
Three-phase short-circuit protection should be installed in the circuit for the main
outgoing line and large power users of distribution stations. When any one-phase
conductor is broken, three-phase load can be cut off in time. Three-phase short-circuit
protection should be installed in the circuit for the main outgoing line and large power
users of distribution stations. When any one-phase conductor is broken, three-phase
load can be cut off in time.

(7) Adjust the load curve. The more stable the load curve, the smaller the line power
loss. Therefore, each region, each power supply station must do the adjustment load
work for each line, each transformer and each line.

1.2.2 Management measures for energy saving in distribution network

(1) Strengthen line loss management. The "four-point" statistics, theoretical calculation,
analysis and assessment of line loss shall be carried out in line loss partial pressure,
partition, division and substation area. After gradually improving the meter
configuration and deployment information integration of the 10kV public distribution
transformer, the statistics of the distribution line and the sub-area area can be fully
developed, and finally the automatic generation of the statistical line loss is realized.

(2) Adjustment and optimization of distribution network structure. On the basis of
ensuring the reliability of power supply and the constraints of system operation,
reasonable adjustment of network frame and optimization of certain switches should be
carried out to control the transmission radius of distribution line, balance the load of
different feeders, eliminate overload and minimize the loss of distribution network so
as to improve the operation economy.
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In 2010, Zhang Yongjun of the School of Electric Power of South China University of
Technology proposed a optimization model for energy-saving retrofit of distribution
network with wire replacement and medium-low voltage reactive power coordination
optimization. The model takes the minimum annual total expenditure as the goal, and
uses the wire replacement wire diameter, various reactive compensation groups and
capacity as control variables to meet various operational constraints and installation
and maintenance constraints, and using a catastrophe genetic algorithm to solve block
integer coding. Finally, taking the actual distribution line transformation in a certain
area as an example, calculate the benefits of the three middle schemes separately: 1)
Wire replacement only according to economic current density; 2) Only medium and
low voltage reactive power compensation; 3) Coordination optimization of wire
replacement and medium and low voltage reactive power configuration. The
transformation benefits of different transformation schemes are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Comparison of transformation benefits of different transformation
schemes

Comparison
project

Feeder
active
/kW

Load
active
/kW

Network
loss /kW

Net
loss
rate%

Investment fee
/ million yuan

Payback
period /
year

Transformation
of the former

4314.85 4109.72 205.13 4.75 —— ——

Option One 4251.88 4109.72 142.16 3.34 53.81 4.10

Option two 4266.83 4109.72 157.11 3.68 30.03 3.05

Option three 4206.13 4109.72 96.40 2.29 95.84 4.27

The results show that the model proposed in the third scheme has obvious benefit
reduction effect, and the loss reduction space is fully excavated, which reduces the loss
by more than 50% before the transformation. Although the investment cost is high and
the investment recovery period is long, it has the best technical economy and better
damage reduction benefit and application value compared with the former two reform
schemes [14].

In addition, through network reconstruction, on the one hand, balance the load,
eliminate overload, improve the quality of power supply voltage，On the other hand,
network loss is reduced and system economy is improved. Therefore, network
reconstruction is an important means to improve the security and economy of power
distribution system. Therefore, many scholars have done a lot of research on the
reconstruction of distribution network. In order to reduce the distribution network loss
and improve the grid operating voltage, Professor Mehdi Assadian will guarantee the
convergence of particle swarm optimization algorithm (GCPSO) and particle swarm
optimization algorithm (PSO). And the combination of grey theory and network
reconstruction, the results show that the method is feasible, and the results are verified
by the combination of genetic algorithm and grey theory [17].
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(3) Strengthen demand-side management, guide consumption scientifically, and
improve the safety and economy of system operation. DSM is an important part of
DSM, which guides power users to change the mode of power consumption, optimize
the allocation of resources and improve the efficiency of power consumption.

(4) Establish and improve management institutions for power saving at all levels. We
will strengthen training to conserve electricity and improve the quality of managerial
personnel.

(5) Strengthen the maintenance and maintenance of the line, arrange regular
maintenance, ensure the running condition of line equipment is good, reduce
unnecessary power failure loss and line loss.

2. Future development trend of distribution network energy saving

With the improvement of automation level of distribution network, energy-saving
technology of distribution network will develop rapidly to achieve good economic and
social benefits. The future development of energy-saving technology of distribution
network is mainly reflected in the following aspects:

(1) Advanced reactive power compensation technology. With the mature application of
power electronics technology and intelligent control technology in technology of power
distribution network energy saving, it will obtain good economic benefits to reduce the
energy loss of power distribution network through reactive power compensation.

(2) Application of new electric power equipment. In particular, the energy saving effect
of amorphous alloy transformer is very obvious, which is about 80% lower than the
no-load loss of ordinary type silicon-steel sheet transformer, and there is no special
requirement for the transmission system, which can save energy continuously no matter
in the peak of power use or other periods. Therefore, the national and local power grid
companies are increasing the amorphous alloy transformer promotion efforts.

(3) Further intelligentization of energy distribution in the distribution network.
Intelligent distribution network through the use of advanced grid fast simulation and
visualization tool box, intelligent expert system, etc., effectively improve the work
efficiency of production scheduling, in ensuring the reliability of power supply at the
same time, also can provide users with the satisfaction of needs of a certain power
quality, not only to overcome the past fault reclosing, brake operation caused by short
supply interruption, and eliminate the influence of harmonic, voltage sag, imbalance,
for the normal operation of the various high-tech equipment and the development of
modern society and economy to provide reliable quality of power supply.

In the construction of smart distribution network, energy saving is an important index
to measure the superiority of smart grid. In addition, due to the access of clean energy
such as wind energy and solar energy and the rapid development of electric vehicles,
the energy-saving approaches and requirements of distribution network have changed
greatly, so the energy-saving work of smart distribution network will be more
important.

3、Summary
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At present, the intensity of China's energy consumption has increased significantly, the
coefficient of energy elasticity has increased significantly, and the contradiction
between resource and environmental constraints and rapid economic growth has
become a severe challenge to China's future economic and social development. For
China's power industry, where coal-fired power generation accounts for more than 80%
of the total power generation, energy saving and loss reduction work is particularly
important to reduce primary energy consumption and protect the environment.
Compared with the major industrial countries in the world, China's power network loss
is relatively large, and the power loss of distribution network is the main part of the
power system energy loss. Therefore, power supply enterprises should pay special
attention to power distribution network energy saving, improve energy saving level,
strengthen line loss management, and implement loss reduction measures.

Energy saving and loss reduction is an important measure for the sustainable, efficient
and stable operation of distribution network, as well as an important strategic goal for
power supply enterprises to improve the quality of power supply and the economic
benefits of operation. The construction of "strong smart grid" proposed by state grid
corporation of China brings unprecedented opportunities for the energy conservation
and loss reduction of distribution network. Therefore, improving the energy efficiency
level of distribution network will certainly bring huge economic and social benefits,
and at the same time make great contributions to the national energy conservation and
emission reduction.

Foundation item:

Higher education teaching reform school-level project(Xjg1529)
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